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SUMMARY 
Walking speed varies between over-ground trials and a  
speed-independent gait-parameters does not exist for use in 
horses. We describe the use of a relative coupling interval 
quantifying interlimb coordination that is not affected by 
walking speed and can be used in over ground assessment 
of stride-to-stride variability in horses during walk.    
 
INTRODUCTION 
Treadmill use allows for control of speed but alters the gait 
[1-3], thus making it difficult to detect subtle changes in 
interlimb coordination. 
In horses, over-ground data analysis with force plates or 3D 
motion capture is limited to 2-4 consecutive strides. 
Preferred walking speed can vary between trials and the 
most commonly used gait parameters such as stride-length 
are affected [1]. Speed independent over-ground parameters 
may be useful for quadrupedal gait analysis. 
 
Hamilton et al [4] proposed the use of mean lateral and 
diagonal coupling intervals in dogs. These are based on 
kinematic data and result in an average change across all 
consecutive strides from paw-velocity in the fore-aft 
position for use in dogs. The mean coupling intervals were 
found to be unaffected by size, conformation and walking 
speed. We have modified this parameter for use in horses to 
obtain a quantifiable stride-to-stride variation parameter. 
 
The objective of this study was to analyse the effect of age, 
speed, hip-height and presence of lameness on relative 
lateral and diagonal coupling intervals in horses during 
walk. We hypothesized that there is no significant effect of 
speed on either relative lateral or relative diagonal coupling 
intervals. 
 
METHODS 
Coupling Intervals 
The lateral (L) coupling interval (CI) is defined as the time 
from front hoof-on to the ipsilateral hind hoof-on and the 
diagonal (D) CI as front hoof-on to the contralateral hind 
hoof-on in the next stride.  
 
The relative (R) CI is defined by the relative proportion of 
change from CI n to CI n+1 within the same trial as given 
in: 
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Animals 
Four Thoroughbred horses (age 2 to 4 years, mean hip-
height: 136cm, range 125cm to 147cm) were included in 
this study. All horses were screened for lameness on the 
day of the study and two of the horses where identified as 
mildly lame.  
All procedures were carried out at the RVC Structure and 
Motion laboratory and approved by the ethics and welfare 
committee at the RVC and complied with the European 
Animal (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986. 
 
Data Acquisition 
The same experienced handler walked the horses across a 
25m indoor runway where the middle 4.8m has 8 
seamlessly embedded force-platesi surrounded by 11 to 12 
infrared camerasii (figure 1). The force-plates were 
sampling at 500Hz and were resampled using MATLABiii 
to the 200Hz sampling rate of the cameras. 
 
Data processing 
Force-plate data were processed with a custom written 
semi-automated MATLABiii script using a threshold of 10N 
for detecting hoof-on/off. The script automatically assigned 
the leg on each force-plate based on kinematic information 
on the vertical and horizontal position of two retroreflective 
hoof markers (dorsal and lateral) and a marker centred over 
the withers.  
 
Statistics 
All statistics were carried out using the open-source 
software R version 2.11.1 [5] with the nlme package [6]. A 
mixed model using the lme function was used to examine 
the fixed effects of repeated measurements per horse, 
average speed per trial (derived from a withers marker), 
age, presence of lameness and the random effect of each 
horse on RLCI and RDCI. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Walking speeds across all trials had a mean of 1.56 m/s, 
(range 1.35 m/s to 1.75 m/s, SD 0.11 m/s). 
 
 
 
 



For RLCI 111 strides were analysed with 2-3 of these being 
consecutive giving a total 60 RLCIs. 
Right and left RLCI’s were analysed together and showed a 
mean of -0.005 (range -0.16 to 0.16, SD 0.045). There was 
no significant effect of speed (p=0.62), hip height (p=0.40), 
age (p=0.67) or lameness (p=0.89) on RLCI. 
 
For RDCI 106 strides were analysed with 2, rarely 3, being 
consecutive totaling 33 intervals. Right and left RDCI’s 
were analysed together and showed a mean of -0.013, 
(range -0.074 to 0.029, SD 0.028). There was no significant 
effect of speed (p=0.26), hip height (p=0.40), age (p=0.77) 
or lameness (p=0.94). 
 
For both RLCI and RDCI, there was no random effect of 
horse. 
 
The use of a 25m runway with a 4.8m data collection area 
greatly limits the number of full consecutive stride cycles 
for inclusion in this study, at described above.  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
The RDCI and RLCI in horses during walk are both 
independent of walking speed. 
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Figure 1. Setup in biomechanics lab with a 25m runway, 8 force-plates and 11 infrared kinematic cameras.   
 


